
Minutes of the Meeting of the IWU General
Faculty

Illinois Wesleyan University

November 3, 2014

Call To Order

e meeting was called to order at 4:05 p.m. with a quorum present.
Without objection, the Student Senate President and Vice President (who also serves as a
member of CC) were admitted as observers.

Approval of theMinutes

e minutes from the faculty meeting of October 6 were approved by common consent.

Curriculum Council Consent Agenda and Addendum

At the request of Prof. Ponce, the proposed course Music 113 was pulled from the Consent
Agenda Addendum for later discussion. e remaining items from the Consent Agenda
itself passed by common consent.

Committee Reports

CUPP

Prof. Williams referred the faculty to the committee’s written report, and he highlighted
the event mentioned in its last paragraph. CUPP has scheduled a meeting on ursday,
Nov. 13 at 4 p.m. in CNS C-101 at which President Wilson, Provost Green, George Vin-
yard (Chair of the Board of Trustees), and Tom McKinney (Chair of the Academic Affairs
Committee of the BOT) will meet with faculty and answer questions concerning strate-
gic curricular planning or any other matter of interest. Prof. Williams asked faculty to send
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written questions to him in advance so that panelists could more fully prepare their answers,
but he noted that questions from the floor would still be welcome.
Prof. Tiede praised CUPP’s efforts to improve Faculty/Board communication, but he urged
that such communication should take place via regular, more frequent exchanges rather
than ad hoc ones like the upcoming Nov. 13 meeting. He also worried that such large,
open meetings with the faculty as a whole (like the one held during the Higher Learning
Commission’s accreditation visit) make for less effective and directed discussion: When 100
faculty are asking questions, there is little time for in-depth discussion or follow-up ques-
tions. Prof. Williams acknowledged the concern, and promised that CUPP would consider
the point in upcoming discussion of Board communication. He also promised that when
CUPP finalized its Strategic Curricular Planning proposal, it would promptly send faculty
a link to that document.

Proposal for Adjunct Request Form

CUPP brought forward for a faculty vote a proposed form for units to use to request Adjunct
Positions. (is proposal was deferred at October’s faculty meeting.) Prof. Williams noted
that the proposed form was similar to the one CUPP and Associate Provost Boyd had used
last year, with some minor tweaks based on faculty feedback. Discussion followed.
Prof. Munro suggested that the form (and strategic curricular planning efforts in general)
should also ask whether a position or proposal supports other existing, university initiatives
that might not fit directly into an academic unit or interdisciplinary program. (As an ex-
ample, he mentioned IWU’s ongoing exchange program with Al Akhawayn University in
Morocco.) Prof. Williams remarked that CUPP expected that units would address such is-
sues in their responses to question 5, which solicits pertinent information that would not fit
squarely into answers to the first four questions.
Prof. Munro also suggested that the form should be modified to include reference to inter-
disciplinary programs, since those crucial programs are heavily dependent on adjuncts for
their survival. He proposed as an amendment:

(a) that interdisciplinary programs be included among the programs listed in question 1
(“…required for completion of a major, minor, pre-professional, or interdisciplinary
program…”); and

(b) that final sentence be amended to state that CUPP would also give priority to pro-
posals that support interdisciplinary programs (“…to support an interdisciplinary pro-
gram or general education.”).

e motion was seconded, and discussion of the proposed amendment followed.

Prof. Bushman asked whether the amendment might be redundant. Since the
question is already framed in terms of supporting the completion of a major or
minor, doesn’t it already cover interdisciplinary programs? (Later, Prof. Chap-
man asked whether there were any interdisciplinary programs that do not have
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either a major or minor associated with them. ere is at least one: Humani-
ties.) Prof. Munro replied that it was worth explicitly including interdisciplinary
programs in the form, since some academic units might request adjuncts that
would support interdisciplinary majors/minors in addition to, or instead of, that
unit’s ownmajors/minors. Prof. Fritzsche pointed out that International Studies
sometimes has difficulty making its case that an instructor’s course is required
for the major. Since IS principally lets its students choose from among a wide
list of classes, it is sometimes suggested that IS students might just take another
course instead. However, if this argument were applied repeatedly, IS would be
left with too few seats to accommodate its majors/minors. She also pointed out
that since IS courses are supplied by faculty across different disciplines, IS often
is unsure what courses will be offered by its contributing units.
Prof. Young asked whether the last sentence of the form, since it includes an
“and” rather than an “or,” would give “double credit” to any proposed position
that helps with both major/minor and general education (and/or, if the amend-
ment were to pass, interdisciplinary) programs. Prof. Williams suggested that
CUPP did not intend that a proposal that helps with both would necessarily
get an advantage over a proposal that would only help with one or the other.
Prof. Williams invited a friendly amendment that would change the “and” to
an “or” to reflect that fact, and so (with the aid of Director Shimizu) the pro-
posed amendment to the final sentence was changed to read:

(b’) CUPP will give priority to proposals that demonstrate how this
adjunct course will permit students to complete the major/minor or
enable the academic unit to support an interdisciplinary program or
general education.

Assoc. Prov. Boyd asked whether there were any courses that wouldn’t meet at
least one of the conditions for prioritization. Several faculty noted that there are
some elective courses that do indeed fail all of the conditions.
A vote was called, and the amendment passed. e language of the proposed
form was changed as described in (a) and (b’) above.

Discussion of the (amended) proposal resumed.
Prof. Young noted that the amendment switching the “and” to an “or” had the effect of
flattening the prioritization. Courses that count toward both a major/minor and Gen Ed or
an Interdisciplinary program no longer have higher priority than courses that count toward
only one.
Prof. Young then asked what percentage of the adjunct budget currently goes to positions
in the School of Music. Assoc. Provost Boyd reported that the total adjunct budget for the
current year is $1.3 million, and that currently $225,000 (17%) of that figure goes to Music.
Prof. Pelusi noted that those figures do not include the revenue that Music adjuncts bring
in via private lessons.
Prof. Young next asked whether adjunct proposals from Music would be handled any dif-
ferently from other proposals. Prof. Williams replied that there would be no differential
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treatment; each unit’s proposals would be given equal consideration on their own merits.
Prof. Young noted (and Prof.Williams agreed) that the amendment replacing the “and” with
an “or” meant that a proposal from Music that addressed only major/minor courses would
not now suffer per se when judged alongside a proposal from another unit that addresses
both major/minor courses as well as Gen Ed or interdisciplinary programs. Prof. Lutze
pointed out that while the amended language doesn’t require CUPP to give higher priority
to an adjunct proposal that satisfies both major/minor and interdisciplinary/Gen Ed re-
quirements, it doesn’t prevent CUPP from doing so if they think it apt. Other things being
equal, wouldn’t CUPP prefer a proposal that contributed to two areas of the curriculum
over a proposal that contributed only to one? Prof. Williams replied that proposals would
still be considered on the basis of their answers to all five questions on the form; the final
sentence is intended simply to indicate the factors among those answers that CUPP would
weigh most heavily.
Prof. Fritzsche asked whether units would be expected to fill out a form for each adjunct
course or for each adjunct instructor. Prof. Williams answered that the forms should be
filled out on a per course basis, although requests for multiple instances of an adjunct course
(e.g., for several adjunct-staffed sections of General Psychology) would likely be similar.
e (amended) proposal came to a vote, and the motion passed.
Assoc. Prov. Boyd pointed out that the form still doesn’t have any ranking of priorities.
He listed the reasons that various faculty have told him should be extremely high prior-
ity: supporting the major/minor, supporting the Gen Ed program; supporting faculty to
teach outside of the discipline; supporting junior faculty and sabbatical leaves; supporting
interdisciplinary programs; and (as of this meeting) support for ongoing initiatives like the
exchange program Al Akhawayn University in Morocco. All of these are important and de-
serve consideration, but the faculty have not (yet) provided CUPP and the administration
any guidance in prioritizing among them when considering competing proposals.
Prof. R. Schultz observed that several years ago when he served on CUPP, units applied for
and received “conversion lines”: tenure line positions that were granted on the grounds that
they would reduce that unit’s reliance on visitors and adjuncts. He asked whether there has
been any follow-up to see whether units that received those lines have kept their promises
and used them to replace adjunct positions. Prof. Bushman noted that many such proposals
also promised that their new hires would provide Gateways, and she asked if CUPP knew
whether those promises had been kept. Prof. Williams answered that during his time on
CUPP no such information has been offered to or sought by CUPP. He added that even
if CUPP decided it did want to seek such information, he didn’t know whether previous
years’ proposals were still available. Prof. R. Schultz urged CUPP members to scrutinize
carefully tenure line proposals that appeal to “conversion” considerations: Would granting
such a line merely offset one or two adjunct courses (e.g., Gateway and a 100-level Gen Ed
survey course) and then afford the unit four new courses to use to develop and expand its
own curriculum?

Curriculum Council

e committee provided a written report. Prof. Quinn led the discussion.
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Prof. Shallue noted that CC was considering broadening the formal reasoning category to
include quantitative reasoning courses. Should this affect the ongoing faculty assessment
of that category? Quinn replied that it should not; all current Gen Ed category assessment
efforts should proceed as before.

Consent Agenda Addendum

Prof. Ponce pointed out a discrepancy between the earlier and present versions of the course
proposal for Music 113. e petition that was approved by the School of Music and sub-
mitted to CC listed the course as carrying 0.5 units. However, on the Consent Agenda
Addendum coming forward from CC, it was listed as a 1 unit course. Prof. Ponce moved
that the faculty send it back to CC to resolve the discrepancy; Prof. eune seconded. e
motion passed; the proposal was sent back to CC.

Second Language requirement

CC considered and voted on a proposal that would remove second language placement
tests as a means for satisfying the second language (LA) General Education requirement.
Students could still meet the requirement by having scored a 4 or 5 on a language AP exam,
having taken the TOEFL exam, or having attended for four years a high school in which
the primary language of instruction is not English. However, the remaining students whose
placement score puts them in a course beyond the third semester would still have to take
a college-level language course in order to satisfy the LA requirement. Call this the “+1”
proposal.
CC’s vote on the proposal was evenly split (4-4-1). us, the proposal did not come out of
the committee as a motion; CC only brought it forward for discussion.
Prof. Tiede noted that this predicament was a direct consequence of the faculty’s vote to
make students voting members of CC, since the two student members voted against the
proposal. is proposal is the first that failed to be voted out of committee despite winning
the vote of a majority of CC’s faculty members (4-2); he contended that this made a mock-
ery of the idea that the curriculum is the province of the faculty. (Later, after Prof. Folse
expressed delight that students had been involved in the difficult discussions about the cur-
riculum, Prof. Tiede emphasized that he had no problem with students having a voice on
curricular matters. What he objected to was their having a vote, and he urged faculty to
reconsider their decision to give them one.) Assoc. Dean Duke argued that the practical
consequences of this fact would be negligible in cases like these; since any faculty mem-
ber can bring a proposal forward as a motion from the floor, student votes that prevent a
motion from coming out of committee cannot have the effect of blocking a proposal from
full faculty consideration. She also suggested that since this is the first time this situation
had occurred, perhaps the problem was insignificant. Prof. Tiede replied that he found it
troubling that such a circumvention of faculty committee votes on curricular matters should
happen even once.
Prof. Tiede also asked for further explanation of the argument that +1 proposal would be
resource neutral. Over 10 years, 15.5% of students graduating with a B.A., B.S., B.M., or
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B.F.A. did not take a language course at IWU. Applied to an incoming class of 500 students,
that percentage would yield roughly 75 students who would need to take a course under the
+1 proposal who wouldn’t have otherwise. He also noted that according to (page 11 of ) the
proposal itself, in the current semester there were 33 entering students just in Spanish who
satisfied the LA requirement by placement exam score alone and so would have needed to a
seat in a language class under the +1 proposal. Given those numbers, how could the proposal
be resource neutral?
Prof. Isabelli argued that the proposal would indeed be resource neutral. Based on the data
she gathered and submitted to CC, Hispanic Studies would have needed to offer only one
additional class last year to accommodate students under the +1 proposal. It is true that
in this year’s smaller incoming class—which will presumably more closely resemble in the
incoming classes of the next ten years rather than the last ten—33 students who placed into
courses beyond SPAN 201. However, the data in the proposal show that there were more
than 33 open seats in advanced Spanish classes that could have accommodated 33 students
this year without the addition of even a single extra section.
Prof. Brennan noted that the argument for resource neutrality was based upon the pres-
ence of open seats in a wide range of language courses, including courses that a student
might not be eligible to take. (His example: a seat in SPAN 303 would not be “open” to
student who had placed into its prerequisite, SPAN 280.) us, not every open seat would
correspond to a student who would be required to take precisely that course under the +1
proposal, and so additional sections might be required. Prof. Isabelli replied that since lan-
guage curricula are less “vertical” after the intermediate courses, Hispanic Studies has in
special circumstances allowed some of its majors/minors to take 303 before 280; that pol-
icy would continue under +1, and so some students who place into 280 could take 303 as
their language course. Prof. Brennan asked whether under the +1 proposal a student who
had placed into 280 would be allowed to satisfy the requirement by taking 303 instead of
280, without ever going back to take that prerequisite course. Prof. Isabelli affirmed that
students who would currently get permission to take 303 before 280 would be allowed to
take 303 as their +1 course. Prof. Fritzsche added that students whose placement scores put
them beyond the third semester in one language could satisfy the +1 requirement by taking
a 100-level course in a different language, and that empty seats in those 100-level courses
were thus legitimately open for such students.
Prof. Snyder-Young wondered why, when the university is generally cutting back and op-
erating with tighter budgets and a smaller footprint, the faculty should consider a proposal
that would increase requirements, asking 15% of our students to take an additional class.
Prof. Pelusi voiced his general support for language education and his appreciation of its
importance for music students in particular. (He later pointed out that the SCP document
emphasizes the ways in which the School of Music relies on the language departments.)
However, he echoed Prof. Snyder-Young’s concern about requiring students to take an ad-
ditional class. Prof. Folse later voiced support for language instruction in general, and she
expressed regret that the nursing curriculum provides no room for a language requirement.
Prof. Balina strenuously argued in favor of the +1 proposal on the grounds that instruction in
foreign language and culture are integral parts of the liberal arts education that IWU faculty
aim to provide their students; if the mathematical niceties tell against acting to promote
such an important goal, then they must be set aside. She expressed her disquiet that student
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representatives to CC had voted against the proposal, noting that the Vice President of
Student Senate, who was present at the meeting, had been a wonderful participant in one
of Balina’s own travel courses, and therefore had firsthand knowledge of the crucial, novel,
and challenging educational experiences such opportunities afford.
Prof. Fritzsche thanked Prof. Pelusi for his general support for languages, and pointed out
that her own, course-by-course, major-by-major, student-by-student analysis of the data
suggests that the +1 proposal would affect only 4 to 5 Music students per year—those 4
or 5 each year who test out of the LA requirement for their degree program and do not
go on to take an additional language course. Prof. Fritzsche also emphasized that the +1
proposal should not be viewed as increasing a General Education requirement; rather, it
insists that every student actually satisfy the requirement. Later, Prof. Sultan argued that
the data show that the proposal would affect only a total of 60 students per year—the 15%
figure is an overestimate—since many high placements students who currently “test out” of
the requirement take another language course anyway. She argued that many such students
will avail themselves of the opportunity to sample from the wide variety of languages at
IWU, far surpassing what most high schools offer.
Prof. Ponce asked whether the underlying premise of the +1 proposal was this: that a student
who has met proficiency through exam is less proficient than someone who has had even a
single course here. Prof. Sheridan agreed that this was the premise. Placement exams of the
sort IWU uses are quick, relatively inexpensive tests that are fairly good at sorting students
into appropriate first classes for language training. But they are not true proficiency tests,
which are an entirely different category of exam—one that is much more comprehensive,
thorough, and expensive. (Prof. Sultan later returned to and elaborated upon this point.) A
student whose placement exam score places them beyond the third semester of a language
cannot reliably be said to achieved broad proficiency in all of the areas covered by goals of
the LA requirement. us, Prof. Sheridan argued, the placement score criterion is a loophole
in the General Education program: Students who have not met the goals of the Gen Ed
requirement can nevertheless get credit for satisfying it by means of a brief exam designed
for rather a different purpose. Prof. Sheridan also noted that this loophole is not available
for any other Gen Ed requirements; no other category or flag can be satisfied by means of
brief, on-campus placement exam. Sheridan urged that faculty who would vote against the
proposal for fear that it would reduce student flexibility should for the sake of fairness move
to institute placement exams in other areas, so students could test out of any other Gen Ed
category or flag, too. Later, Prof. Seeborg objected that students can in fact be exempted
from other Gen Ed categories by exam: viz., by AP exam. But Prof. Sheridan noted that the
+1 proposal would still allow students to satisfy the LA requirement by AP exam, as with
other Gen Ed categories. AP exams are more rigorous than IWU’s language placement
exam, Sheridan said; Prof. Ponce agreed, comparing them to true proficiency exams.
Prof Lutze voiced his support for the +1 proposal, tying it in with the University’s mis-
sion statement and emphasizing the ways that understanding foreign languages and cultures
serves liberal arts students by opening up the world to them and making it possible for them
to become truly global citizens. He expressed concern that the placement exam exemption
marginalizes the study of foreign languages by promoting the sense that it is something to
be “gotten out of ”. He also contended that the foreign languages at IWU have already suf-
fered disproportionately from recent budget cuts, and that rejecting the +1 proposal would
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continue this trend.
Prof. Pelusi chimed in to say that the arguments presented thus far had led him to change
his earlier view; he now wanted to be on record as supporting the +1 proposal.
Prof. Chapman acknowledged the strength of the arguments in favor of the +1 proposal,
but he added that he would probably vote against it because he sees the scarcity of our
resources as a desperate problem. For the first time, he argued, IWU has made cuts that
have diminished quality of the education we can provide; we have not replaced departing
faculty, leaving their areas of curricular responsibility vacant. In response, Prof. Fritzsche
reiterated that all four language department chairs firmly believe that the +1 proposal will
in fact be resource neutral.
Prof. Williams asked what arguments had been offered against the proposal in CC.
Prof. Quinn replied that many of the same objections raised at today’s meeting were also
heard in CC, especially the concern that the proposal would decrease curricular flexibility
by strengthening a Gen Ed requirement. At this, a number of faculty argued once again that
the +1 proposal doesn’t change the LA requirement: It upholds the current requirement by
getting rid of a loophole. Prof. Quinn acknowledged that this response had been given in
CC discussions, but noted that some CC members remained unconvinced.
Prof. Isabelli brought the proposal forward as a motion, and Prof. Lutze seconded.
Prof. eune asked for a secret ballot. Before the vote, however, Prof. Weis exercised his
faculty perogative to defer the vote on the proposal to the next meeting (on Dec. 1) to
allow faculty time to seek further information about the proposal. Assoc. Dean Duke asked
what further information faculty would seek beyond that contained in the proposal, noting
that the data contained in the proposal were about as comprehensive as possible. Prof. Weis
replied that he hadn’t been aware of the proposal before it was posted, and that he didn’t
think that the brief discussion at the present meeting would be sufficient for reaching a
considered judgment on the matter. Prof. Kunce observed that the bulk of the data in
the report were drawn from years in which our enrollment and staffing situations were
very different; could they be trusted to provide reliable guidance in these more spartan
times? Prof. Isabelli reiterated that the data for the leaner years were available: While the
+1 proposal would not have been resource neutral in 2013–14 (it would have required one
additional course), it would have been be neutral in 2014–15 due to reduced the reduced
size of the student body and an increase in open seats.

Fall/Spring Course Fee Request Form

Prof. Bushman asked about the proposed course fee request form. She worried that the
effect of this proposal would be to wring more money out of students by charging fees for
materials that students might be able to purchase more cheaply on the Internet. Prof. Quinn
argued that some Fall and Spring courses have already instituted informal course fees, and so
the proposed form is merely designed to impose sound accounting procedures on current,
informal practices. (Two examples from eatre courses were mentioned, involving fees
for a field trip in one course and for a required make-up kit in another.) Assoc. Dean Duke
noted that having these fees be institutionalized would let the administration know whether
departmental budgets might need to be increased to transfer recurring costs from students
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to the University. While only 5% of faculty would be affected by the proposal, it would
be a marked improvement over current practices that require students to hand money over
to faculty directly. Prof. Fritzsche asked how students would be informed of course fees.
Answer: it will show up when students register. Prof. O’Gorman asked whether there are
guidelines for course fees to make sure that the materials for which students are charged
are best served by bulk faculty purchasing rather than by having students buy them for
themselves, perhaps at a lower price. Prof. Quinn and Assoc. Dean Duke replied that with
this form in place, such scrutiny would be possible: Fee proposals are to be reviewed by the
instructor’s supervisor, the Associate Dean, and the Provost.

Promotion and Tenure Committee

Prof. Plath reported that PAT had met six times in October: twice to discuss and review
procedures and standards for promotion and tenure, and four times in executive session to
deliberate about cases.

Faculty Development Committee

Prof. Lehr asked for questions about the committee’s written report. Prof. Terkla asked
about the second bullet point on the first page. ere the committee expresses concern
that CD grants are awarded to incoming Program Directors for the London and Barcelona
programs without the FDC involvement that is typical for CD grants. Prof. Terkla and
Director Shimizu pointed out that the curricular developmentmoney for theDirectors come
directly from the budgets for those Programs, not from FDC. Prof. Lehr apologized for the
misunderstanding, and agreed that if the monies were not coming from the FDC budget,
the the matter raised in that bullet point was a non-issue.
Prof. Lehr also reported that FDC had sent a “wish-list” letter to Provost, asking him to
secure a budget for Junior Faculty Leaves.

Assessment

Prof. Snyder-Young invited questions concerning the committee’s written report. ere
were none.

Administrative Reports

President’s Report

President Wilson asked for questions about his written report. ere were none.
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Old Business

Assoc. Prov. Boyd presented the proposed changes toHearing Committee procedures. (Due
to reorganization of the Faculty Handbook since the drafting of this proposal, the amended
text is in Article III.10.B rather than III.5.B.) e changes have been cleared by University
counsel and approved by the Hearing Committee; they come before the general faculty as
a motion. Assoc. Prov. Boyd credited the work to Prof. Tiede and members of the 2009-
10 Hearing Committee. e proposed changes would extend due process rights to adjunct
instructors. Prof. Tiede explained that since the Constitution defines “faculty” as full-time,
the due process rights that IWU tenure line and visiting faculty enjoy do not cover adjunct
faculty. ere were a number of alternative ways this could have resolved, including chang-
ing the constitution’s definition of “faculty” to bring it in line with the AAUP definition.
e current proposal just explicitly extends to adjuncts a right to a hearing on three of the
four subjects on which Hearing Committee hears faculty concerns: informal mediation, for-
mal grievances, and dismissal for cause. (e fourth subject, PAT decisions, is not relevant
for adjunct faculty.) e amended Hearing Committee procedures would also include, per
the request of Pres. Wilson and University counsel, a clear statement of what due process
involves for each of these subjects.
e proposal came to a vote, and the motion passed. Article III.10.B of the Faculty Con-
stitution is amended accordingly.
Assoc. Prov. Boyd called attention to a few final matters that would normally have fallen
under the Provost’s Report that might be useful for faculty before the Nov. 13 meeting with
the administration and members of the Board of Trustees. He encouraged faculty to look at
the Resources on Higher Education tab under the Assoc. Provost’s office web page (Intranet
access only), especially those materials under the “Budget/Enrollment Updates” subheading

Adjournment

e meeting was adjourned at 5:35.

Respectfully submitted,
Mark Criley
mcriley@iwu.edu
Faculty Secretary
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